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1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Eye movements (saccades) introduce brief disruptions and distortions to the inflow of visual information through the eyes. Yet, introspectively, most humans perceive a stable and continuous visual world. It has been hypothesized that perceptual continuity across eye movements is related to 'remapping of receptive fields' of visual neurons ([@bib3], [@bib7], [@bib25]). This neuronal property is defined as a modulation of the response profile to visual stimuli (retinal information) by neural signals that carry information about eye movements (extra-retinal information). Remapping of receptive fields was first discovered in the lateral intraparietal sulcus of the macaque ([@bib12]), and later in other areas such as the superior colliculus ([@bib49]), V4 ([@bib45]), and the frontal eye fields ([@bib47]).

These discoveries sparked interest in the behavioral consequences of a lesion to areas where neurons exhibit remapping properties. The hypothesis was that extra-retinal signals are either not available or not used appropriately after a brain lesion and therefore remapping of retinal information would be disrupted ([@bib13], [@bib20]). To test this hypothesis behaviorally, subjects with lesion affecting the frontal lobe or posterior parietal cortex (PPC) were asked to perform double step saccades ([@bib19]). In this task, two flashes of light are presented briefly in sequence. Subjects are asked to make two saccades, from the initial fixation point to the first target and then on to the second target. The rationale for using this paradigm to test for remapping is that the location of the second target must be updated after the first saccade. The retinal location of the second target cannot be used to execute the second saccade because it is not appropriate anymore after the first saccade, i.e., the retinal location of the second target has to be remapped based on the vector of the first saccade. Two studies indeed provided evidence that subjects with lesions to the PPC exhibit hypometric second saccades when the first saccade was directed to the contralesional side ([@bib13], [@bib20]). Later, the same observation was made for patients with a thalamus lesion ([@bib1], [@bib28]). However, recently, the two studies focusing on PPC lesions have been criticized for two main reasons ([@bib32]). In the study of [@bib32], six patients with nearly identical lesions as the patients in the older studies performed the same double-step saccade task and two other variation thereof. The first criticism was that the trial exclusion criteria were too conservative in the older studies. Although the second saccade was hypometric according to the original analysis, these saccades tended to be followed by one or more saccades bringing the fixation location close to the second target. When analyzing this 'composite second saccade', performance was on par with controls. The second criticism was that the classic double step task can be confusing, and subject tend to mix up the order of the two targets. With two variations on the classic double step task, where this problem was circumvented, patients performed again on par with controls. Hence, extra-retinal signals seem to guide saccades after a lesion to the PPC.

Double step saccades assess the accuracy and precision of extra-retinal signals for motor control, but not for perception. To directly assess the influence of extra-retinal signals on perception, the intrasaccadic displacement task has been used in both humans ([@bib2], [@bib10]) and monkeys ([@bib3]). This task has also been used in patients with thalamus lesions ([@bib28], [@bib29]), but not yet in patients with PPC lesions. The intrasaccadic displacement task consists of two conditions. In the first condition (STEP), subjects are asked to make a saccade to a target when it appears. The saccade target is displaced during the saccade, and subjects are asked to indicate the direction of the displacement. In the second version (BLANK), the saccade target is removed during the saccade, and then reappears displaced 300 ms after saccade offset. In the STEP condition, surprisingly large displacements go unnoticed to an observer, with thresholds around 30% of the saccade amplitude. However, the temporal gap between saccade offset and target onset in the BLANK condition increased detection sensitivity, with thresholds around 10% of the saccade amplitude ([@bib9], [@bib10]). We refer to this increase in sensitivity with the 'blank effect' The failure to detect a displacement in the STEP condition suggests that subjects primarily use visual information rather than extra-retinal information in trans-saccadic perception ([@bib9]; see also; [@bib17]). However, the availability and use of extra-retinal signals is highlighted by the blank effect. In other words, the increase in sensitivity from the STEP condition to the BLANK condition indicates the availability of extra-retinal information for perceptual judgements.

The blank effect has been used to study impairments in extra-retinal signals after stroke in human patients. Patients with thalamus lesions demonstrated a sensitivity decrease instead of increase from the STEP to the BLANK condition, i.e., they performed worse when they had to rely on extra-retinal signals ([@bib28], [@bib29]). Although no studies have used this task in patients with PPC lesions, there are two studies that have assessed location memory across saccades with a more cognitive task ([@bib34], [@bib48]). Subjects with right hemisphere lesions were instructed to keep the location of a peripheral stimulus in memory and make a saccade such that the memorized location moved from the left to right visual field (or vice versa). After a delay, a second stimulus appeared either at the same location or displaced from the remembered location. Sensitivity was abnormally low when the stimulus was moved from the right to the left visual field, with an ipsilesional saccade ([@bib34], [@bib48]). Although the time scale of this task differs from the intra-saccadic displacement task -- and therefore putting more emphasis on working memory -- their results suggest that spatial memory is degraded after an ipsilesional saccade in patients with PPC lesions.

Here, we test the hypothesis that lesions to the PPC specifically affect the integration of retinal and extra-retinal signals for perception using the intrasaccadic displacement task. If the hypothesis is correct, then a lesion to the PPC should result in a decreased sensitivity in the BLANK condition as compared to the STEP condition, similar to the human patients with thalamus lesions ([@bib28], [@bib29]). Neurophysiological evidence suggests that neurons in the PPC are important for the integration of retinal and extra-retinal signals for visual perception ([@bib12], [@bib25], [@bib42]). In contrast, evidence from patients with PPC lesions demonstrates that the PPC is not crucial for the use of extra-retinal signals in motor control ([@bib32]). The use of extra-retinal signals for motor control seems to be related more to the functioning of a network between the thalamus and the frontal eye fields ([@bib28], [@bib36], [@bib37]). Possibly, lesions to the PPC specifically affect the integration of retinal and extra-retinal signals for perception, but not for motor control.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

This study was conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki (WMA) and the Dutch "Medical research involving human subjects" act. The procedures of this study were preregistered, reviewed and approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the UMC Utrecht. All changes to the preregistered procedures are transparently identified. The approved registration form can be found on the Dutch CCMO website with file number NL53043.041.15: <https://www.toetsingonline.nl/to/ccmo_search.nsf/fABRpop?readform&unids=9527EC8B5994F868C125847F0021B9E0>. We report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions, all inclusion/exclusion criteria, whether inclusion/exclusion criteria were established prior to data analysis, all manipulations, and all measures in the study.

2.1. Subjects {#sec2.1}
-------------

12 patients in the chronic phase post-stroke onset (\>4 months) with chronic stroke damage and 30 healthy control subjects participated. These sample sizes were determined as the maximum possible given available resources. Patients were invited for participation after inspection of their clinical imaging data (MRI or CT scan) from existing databases at the UMC Utrecht that are available for scientific purposes. This database contains patients who had been admitted because of (suspected) cerebrovascular problems. Patients included in this database provided informed consent to have their imaging data be inspected for scientific purposes. Patients were included in the current study when there appeared to be a lesion to the right posterior parietal cortex (PPC). In practice, the right PPC was defined as lesions found A) posterior to the postcentral gyrus, B) dorsal to the posterior horn of the right lateral ventricle and C) *not* posterior to the parieto-occipital sulcus. Later, lesion locations were determined exactly by an expert neurologist. Patients were not included when they had exhibited clinical signs of visual field defects, a history of substance abuse, or an inability to understand the task instructions. See [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for the demographic data of all patients and a summary of the healthy controls.Table 1Demographics. The rows ordered according to 1) PPC damage and 2) lesion volume.Table 1IDAge[a](#tbl1fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Sex[b](#tbl1fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}Modified[c](#tbl1fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}Years since CVAScanLesion volume (ml)[d](#tbl1fnd){ref-type="table-fn"}Percentage damaged[e](#tbl1fne){ref-type="table-fn"}Rankin Scale (after 3 mo)PPC (54.1 ml)SPL (14.3 ml)IPG (10.4 ml)SMG (16.0 ml)AG (13.3 ml)L55021.85CT167.251.97.0841.0694.8064.99A65034.43MRI187.647.082.9343.5393.1842.14C76115.43CT48.225.4754.7920.51.0428.29K47126.10MRI37.223.6956.1636.592.184.44D57122.53MRI26.414.1208.2842.420I41015.92MRI47.512.970.8020.8027.05H63023.48CT64.25.050014.393.26M5912.34MRI6.64.7705.71014.88J48025.91MRI1.4.91.013.41.840E51004.17MRI57.400000B81121.90MRI.900000F75035.15MRI------------*Average*[f](#tbl1fnf){ref-type="table-fn"}*56.8.441.894.00-65.220.6712.6617.7729.8520.56Controls51.3 \[35, 66\].43--------*[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5][^6]

2.2. Lesion location {#sec2.2}
--------------------

Lesions were drawn by a trained neurologist and projected to the MNI-152 anatomical template using MRIcron ([@bib33]). We parcellated the posterior parietal cortex into four anatomically defined areas with the Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas ([@bib46]) available in MRIcron. We defined the PPC to comprise the superior parietal lobule (SPL), inferior parietal gyrus (IPG), supramarginal gyrus (SGM) and angular gyrus (AG). For the entire PPC and each subarea, we computed the percentage of lesioned voxels of the MNI-template in MATLAB. These data are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

2.3. Experimental setup {#sec2.3}
-----------------------

Stimuli were displayed on a 48.9° by 27.5° Asus RoG Swift PG278Q, an LCD-TN monitor with a spatial resolution of 52 pixels/º and a temporal resolution of 120 Hz (AsusTek Computer Inc., Taipei, TW) in a darkened room, located 70 cm in front of the subject. The ultra low motion blur backlight strobing option of the monitor was disabled. Subjects rested their head on a chin-head rest, attached to the table. Eye position of the left eye was recorded with an Eyelink 1000 at 1000 Hz (SR Research Ltd., Mississauga, ON, Canada). The eye-tracker was calibrated using a 9-point calibration procedure. All stimuli were created and presented in MATLAB 2016a (The Math Works, Inc., Natick, MA.) with the Psychophysics Toolbox 3.0 ([@bib22]) and the Eyelink Toolbox ([@bib6]). Visual onsets and eye-movement data were synchronized offline based on independent photodiode measurements ([@bib16]). To this end, we added 11 ms to the timestamps in the Eyelink data files that indicated visual onset during the experiment. This lag of 11 ms is most likely caused by input lag of the monitor and similar in magnitude to measurements by another group ([@bib53]).

2.4. Intrasaccadic displacement ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A) {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------

### 2.4.1. Task {#sec2.4.1}

Fixation targets were gray circles (13.01 cd/m^2^, ø = .5°) with a superimposed black cross (line width = .15°) and gray point ([@bib44]), presented on a black background (.06 cd/m^2^). A stimulus appeared after a period of stable fixation (randomly sampled from the uniform distribution on the open interval \[500, 1000\] ms). Stimuli were red circles (5.40 cd/m^2^, ø = .5°) presented 10° to the left or to the right of the fixation target, on the same horizontal axis as the fixation target. Subjects made a saccade towards the stimulus. When gaze was detected within a radius of 8° around the target, the stimulus was either displaced on the horizontal axis (STEP condition) or it disappeared for 300 ms and was displaced when it reappeared (BLANK condition). Subjects indicated the direction of the displacement by pressing the left or right arrow key on a standard keyboard. When no responses or no saccade was detected after 10 s, the trial was aborted and later repeated. Trials were divided into block of 32 trials. We collected as many trials as possible for patients within a time limit of 2 h including breaks. At the end of each block (\~5 min) the screen slowly ramped up to full luminance, at the end of which the experimenter turned on the room light. This was done to prevent dark adaptation, which would make visual landmarks, such as the screen edge or eye tracker, more visible. Yet, even if these landmarks were visible, they are expected to contribute little to localization performance ([@bib8]).Fig. 1Experiment methods and example results. **A.** Trial sequence in the BLANK condition. Target size is not to scale. The BLANK was absent in the STEP condition, instead T2 (or, the displaced target) appeared during the gaze-contingent change. Displacements could be forward or backward with respect to the saccade direction**. B.** Example psychometric function of the STEP (red) and BLANK (black) condition for leftward saccades of one control subject. Circles represent the average proportion 'forward' responses in a bin. The size of the circles scales with the number of trials in that bin. Lines represent the fitted psychometric functions. The psychometric functions were fitted with two free parameters: the mean and the width. From the fits, we derived the perceptual null location (PNL) and slope. The **PNL** is the displacement at which the probability of a 'forward' response is the same as a response 'backward'.The PNL is a measure of bias. The **slope** is the rate of change in proportion 'forward' per degree displacement at the PNL. The slope is a measure of sensitivity. **C.** In line with previous studies ([@bib28], [@bib29]), we also converted the psychometric functions to proportion correct. We defined the **threshold (θ)** as the absolute displacement where performance was .75 correct. The threshold captures a combination of bias and sensitivity.Fig. 1

### 2.4.2. Adaptive range of displacements {#sec2.4.2}

The displacement size varied from trial to trial and was sampled (without replacement) from a set of 32 displacement sizes that was compiled at the start of each block. This set was based on performance in all preceding blocks. In the first block, the displacement set was equal for all subjects, consisting of two repetitions of 15 linearly spaced displacements ranging from −5.8° to 5.8° in the STEP condition and from −3.5° to 3.5° in the BLANK condition. Additionally, we added two displacements of 0 (i.e., no displacement) to each set. Because we planned to fit psychometric function to the displacement data, we wanted to capture an appropriate range of displacements. However, we also wanted subjects to understand the task, and avoid confusion. To this end we implemented some adaptive variation to the limits of the displacement set. We adjusted the upper and lower limit of the displacement set after each block based on a simple logistic fit (i.e., only fitting the slope and offset, but keeping the asymptotes fixed to 0 and 1). The limits were set to the estimated displacement size to get to a performance of .99 and .01. The upper limit was constrained to be ≤ 7.5°, the lower limit was constrained to be ≥ −2°. In addition to the 30 linearly spaced displacements in this range (15 unique values repeated twice), we added two displacements of zero to each block, like in the first block. With these constrains we ensured that each block contained trials with leftward and rightward displacements, and trials without any physical displacement.

2.5. Analysis {#sec2.5}
-------------

### 2.5.1. Preprocessing {#sec2.5.1}

Saccades were detected with the algorithm by Nyström and Holmqvist, with a minimum saccade duration of 10 ms, a minimum fixation duration of 40 ms ([@bib27]). To ensure the online gaze-contingency worked adequately, all trials were visually inspected by plotting the x coordinate, y coordinate, velocity profile and x-y gaze path, with markings for the timing of visual on- or offsets. Trials where saccade latency was \<80 ms, saccade amplitude was \<2°, eye velocity was \<150°/s or the difference between saccade offset and T1 offset was \<10 ms were highlighted to the inspector. The median percentage of exclude trials was 2.7% (min, max = 0%, 21.3%) for controls and 6.4% (min, max = 1.4%, 33.3%) for patients with PPC lesions. Moreover, trials where response time \<200 ms or \>5000 ms were removed automatically (5.3% for controls, 7.2% for patients).

### 2.5.2. Psychometric functions {#sec2.5.2}

We fitted a logistic function with two free parameters (mean and width) to the proportion 'forward' responses as a function of displacement size using Psignifit 4.0 ([@bib35]). We fitted four psychometric functions, one per condition (STEP, BLANK) and saccade direction (left, right). [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B shows example fits for the STEP and the BLANK condition for one subject for leftward saccades. To estimate overdispersion, we computed the deviance for each psychometric function (four per participant) and the observed binned responses and compared the observed deviance to a bootstrapped distribution (N = 2 × 10^5^, [@bib50]). From the psychometric function we calculated the **perceptual null location (PNL)** as the displacement where the proportion forward is equal the proportion backward response. The PNL is a measure of bias, that can be either a perceptual bias or a response bias. In addition, we calculated the **slope** of the psychometric function at the PNL. The slope is a measure of sensitivity, higher slopes indicate a higher sensitivity to different displacement sizes. Following [@bib28], [@bib29], we converted the fits to proportion correct as a function of the absolute displacement size ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Next, we defined the **threshold (θ)** as the absolute displacement where performance equals a proportion of .75 correct. This measure captures the unsigned PNL and the slope of the function simultaneously and has been used in previous studies ([@bib28], [@bib29]).

### 2.5.3. Statistics {#sec2.5.3}

We performed two analyses, one confirmatory and one exploratory. For the confirmatory analysis, we tested the hypothesis that damage to the PPC impairs behavioral performance that relies on extraretinal signals. Here, behavioral performance is operationalized as the difference in slopes between the STEP and the BLANK conditions (see *Psychometric functions*). Following this hypothesis, the difference in slopes should be smaller for patients than for controls. In addition, there could be a difference between saccade directions, with a more pronounced deficit (i.e., smaller slope difference) for contralesional (i.e., leftward) saccades. We analyzed the slopes, as well as the PNLs and thresholds, using Bayesian mixed-design ANOVAs, with within-subject predictors 'condition' (STEP/BLANK), 'direction' (left/right) and between-subject prediction 'group' (patient/control). The analysis was performed in JASP, using the default prior scales (.5 for fixed effects and 1.0 for random effects). Bayes Factors were computed with the Savage--Dickey density ratio across matched models. In an exploratory analysis, we analyzed the relationships between damage in specific subregions of the PPC and the slopes. These relationships were assessed using Bayesian interpretations of Kendall rank correlations, with a stretched beta prior with width = 1, one-sided tested for negative correlations ([@bib11]).

### 2.5.4. Bayesian hierarchical model {#sec2.5.4}

In addition to the traditional fitting of psychometric functions, we also modelled the data with a Bayesian logistic linear mixed-effects model (see [Supplemental Material](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). In this model the response on each trial is modelled as Bernoulli trial, with the probability of a 'forward' response given by a linear combination of condition (STEP/BLANK), saccade direction (left/right) and displacement size (degree in saccade direction). The parameters for these variables were sampled for each participant individually (subject parameters), that in turn were sampled from a hyperparameter that describes the distribution of each parameter at the population level (hyperparameters). For control, subjects, each parameter was sampled from two hyperparameters, one the reflects the mean of the population (μ) and one that describes the variation in the population (σ). For patients, a third hyperparameter was added to the mean, reflecting the average difference between patients and controls on that subject-specific parameter (δ). Because the number of patients was low (n = 9), we keep all σ′s the same for patients and controls. This means that we assume the variation among control subjects is approximately the same as the variation among patients. The benefit of the hierarchical structure over the individual fits is that the individual parameters estimates are now informed by the hyperparameters, because they serve as priors for the individual parameters. This means that for the parameter estimates of patients for whom we were no able to collect a lot of data (e.g., patient A), we do not have to rely solely on their data, but can also benefit from all other trials that the other participants completed.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Demographics {#sec3.1}
-----------------

Of the twelve subjects included based on an initial inspection of the available medical imaging data, nine subjects had a lesion in the PPC ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Patient E had extensive bilateral lesions that cover the superior frontal lobes but did not extend entirely to the PPC. Patient B only had two small lesions, with one in the white matter tracts beneath the PPC. Although Patient F had multiple lesions, the available scans were not suitable for manual labeling of the lesion. We will further discuss the performance of the other patients relative to the controls, without including patient B, E and F. Still, the psychometric functions of patient B, E and F can be found in the [Supplemental Material](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. The group of patients with PPC lesions did not differ substantially in age (BF~10~ = .863) or female-male ratio (BF~10~ = .327) from the group of controls.Fig. 2Lesions projected onto MNI template brain. **A.** Individual lesions of all subjects with lesions in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC). Subjects are ordered according PPC damage and lesion volume. Percentage of damage is calculated based on location of the superior parietal lobule, inferior parietal gyrus, supramarginal gyrus and angular gyrus according to the Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas. **B.** Sagittal view of slices. Slices are chosen to facilitate the inspection of the PPC. **C.** Lesion overlap of the 9 subjects with lesions to the PPC. **D.** Areas that define the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) according to the AAL atlas. SPL = superior parietal lobule, IPG = inferior parietal gyrus, SMG = supramarginal gyrus, AG = angular gyrus. **E.** Individual lesions of the subjects without lesions to the PPC.Fig. 2

3.2. Psychometric functions {#sec3.2}
---------------------------

### 3.2.1. Quality of fit {#sec3.2.1}

Because we constrained data collection to a time limit rather than a trial limit, we could not anticipate the number of trials per condition or saccade direction. Still, we needed to fit four psychometric functions on the available data: for leftward and rightward saccades in the STEP and in the BLANK conditions. For all control subjects we had on average 189 trials per function (min = 93, max = 251). For patients, we had 123 trials on average. However, for patient A we had only 39 and 42 trials for leftward saccades in the STEP and BLANK condition, respectively. For F we only had 47 and 46 trials in the STEP condition for left- and rightward saccades respectively. Therefore, the data from these patients in these conditions should be interpreted with caution. In all other cases we had more than 100 trials per condition and saccade direction to estimate the parameters of the psychometric function. All estimated psychometric functions are displayed in [Figure S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. The quality of the fits was assessed by comparing the deviance of the fitted function to a bootstrapped distribution of deviances. Overall the deviance of the logistic functions was within the 95% confidence interval of the bootstrapped deviances (142/156 fits, 91%). We observed possible underdispersion in one of the fits of nine controls and one patients (C), and possible overdispersion in one of the fits of four control subjects. These results show that the logistic functions were, on average, a good fit to the data.

### 3.2.2. Displacement detection {#sec3.2.2}

The perceptual null locations (PNL) and slopes derived from the fitted logistic functions are displayed in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. Parameter estimates obtained with the Bayesian model were in line with PNL and slopes reported here. However, estimates for the slope tended to be shallower for subjects with very steep slopes (particularly in the BLANK condition). This discrepancy is discussed in the [Supplemental Material](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. Thresholds are displayed in [Figure S2 and Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. We tested for differences in PNL, slopes and thresholds using a Bayesian mixed-design ANOVA, with the factors group (patient/control) condition (STEP/BLANK) and saccade direction (left/right). For this analysis we took the log transformed thresholds. The data provide strong evidence for steeper slopes (BF~10~ = 6.01 × 10^25^) and lower thresholds in the BLANK condition than in the STEP condition (BF~10~ = 4.34 × 10^12^). These differences capture the blank effect ([@bib10]). In addition, there was evidence for a main effect of 'group' on the thresholds (BF~10~ = 11.1), but inconclusive evidence for this main effect on the slopes (BF~10~ = .922). More importantly, the data are suggestive of an interaction between condition and group on both the slopes (BF~10~ = 7.85) and thresholds (BF~10~ = 7.14). For both parameters, the effect of the blank is slightly stronger in the control group than in the nine patients with PPC lesions. For other interactions and main effects, the data were more likely under the null hypothesis than under the alternative (all BF~10~ \< .39). The data were also more in favor of an absence of any of the effects on the PNL (all BF~10~ \< .77). Estimates of the population parameters in the Bayesian model all point in the same direction as the ANOVA\'s (see [Supplemental Material](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).Fig. 3Displacement detection. **A.** Perceptual null location (PNL) for leftward saccades. **B.** PNL for rightward saccades. There is more evidence against than in favor of differences in PNLs between conditions, saccade directions or groups (all BF~10~ \< 1). **C.** Slopes for leftward saccades. **D.** Slopes for rightward saccades. In each panel, the thin blue lines represent control subjects, the thicker colored lines represent the patients. Half, blue violins are the density distributions of the control subjects, with the median depicted as a horizontal line. The black circles depict the median of the patients. There is strong evidence for a difference in slopes between STEP and BLANK condition (BF~10~ = 6.01 × 10^25^) and suggestive evidence for a weaker BLANK effect in patients than in control subjects (BF~10~ = 7.85). For all other effect or interactions of group, condition and direction there was evidence against than in favor (all BF~10~ \< 1).Fig. 3

3.3. Correlation lesion and blank effect {#sec3.3}
----------------------------------------

As an exploratory analysis, here we correlate the percentage of damage to each of the four subareas of the PPC with the blank effect (i.e., the difference in slope between the BLANK and STEP condition). We use the Bayesian interpretation of Kendall\'s rank correlation for this analysis. Bayes Factors are computed for the one-sided hypothesis that more damage is related to a smaller blank effect. As we included only patients with right hemisphere lesions, we separated trials with leftward and rightward saccades. Please note that these correlations should only be interpreted as exploratory because there are only 9 subjects with PPC lesions in the current dataset. In general, the evidence for any correlation is between the blank effect and the percentage of damage in each region is low ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), both in the direction of the null-hypothesis (no relationship) and in the direction of the alternative hypothesis (negative relationship). For leftward saccades, there is some suggestive evidence for a relation between the amount of damage in the angular gyrus (AG) and the blank effect for leftward saccades (τ = −.48, BF~10~ = 3.20). For rightward saccades, the strongest evidence was also for a correlation between the AG and the blank effect (τ = −.37), however, the BF~10~ for this correlation is only 1.69, so inconclusive.Fig. 4Correlation between the percentage of damage per subarea of the PPC and the blank effect (i.e., the difference in slope between BLANK and STEP condition). The upper row of panels contains the blank effect for leftward saccades, the bottom panels for rightward saccades. The black line is the least squares fit. SPL = superior parietal lobule, IPG = inferior parietal gyrus, SMG = supramarginal gyrus, AG = angular gyrus.Fig. 4

3.4. Saccade parameters {#sec3.4}
-----------------------

We analyzed the saccade parameters with Bayesian mixed-design ANOVA\'s, with the factors 'saccade direction' (left/right), 'condition' (STEP/BLANK) and 'group' (patient/controls). We added the main effects of condition, direction and the interaction between condition and direction to the null model. Bayes factors for the effects are computed across matched models. We report the average parameters per group and saccade direction, averaged over the two conditions. In the control group the median saccade latency ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A and D) was 195 ms, 95%-CI = (139, 364) for leftward and 195 ms, 95%-CI = (130, 334) for rightward saccades. In the patient group these latencies were 206 ms, 95%-CI = (164, 304) and 211 ms, 95%-CI = (183, 292), respectively. There was no evidence for an effect of any of the factors or their interactions on the saccade latencies (all BF~10~ \< .65).Fig. 5Saccade parameters. **A-C.** Median latency, average amplitude and amplitude variability in the STEP condition. **D-F.** The same parameters in the BLANK condition. Saccade variability in panels C and F is the standard deviation of the amplitudes of all trials included in the analysis per subject. In each panel, the thin blue lines represent control subjects, the thicker colored lines represent the patients. Half, blue violins are the density distributions of the control subjects, with the median depicted as a horizontal line. The black circles depict the median of the patients.Fig. 5

In the control group the median saccade amplitude ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B and E) was 9.36°, 95%-CI = (7.52, 10.31) for leftward and 9.50°, 95%-CI = (6.91, 9.88) for rightward saccades. In the patient group these latencies were 9.21°, 95%-CI = (6.91, 9.88) and 9.40°, 95%-CI = (8.39, 10.02), respectively. These data show suggestive evidence for a main effect of direction, with leftward/centrifugal saccades being slightly more hypometric than rightward/centripetal saccades (BF~10~ = 6.03). This difference might be related to the observation that centripetal saccades (rightward here, because we measured the left eye in all subjects) tend to be slightly faster than centrifugal saccades ([@bib4]). The velocity-based saccade detection algorithm we used for saccade detection could therefore have detected saccade endings slightly earlier in leftward than rightward saccades, resulting in the small difference in saccade amplitudes.

In the control group the median variation in saccade amplitude, defined as the standard deviation of the horizontal component of the saccade amplitude ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C and F) was .89°, 95%-CI = (.57, 1.22) for leftward and .86°, 95%-CI = (.58, 1.32) for rightward saccades. In the patient group these latencies were .98°, 95%-CI = (.72, 1.79) and .82°, 95%-CI = (.73, 1.14), respectively. There was some suggestive evidence for an interaction between direction and group (BF~10~ = 3.90), with slightly more variability in leftward saccades for patients than for controls. There was no evidence an effect of any of the other factors or their interactions on the saccade amplitude variability (all BF~10~ \< .47).

In addition to the saccades that were made in the displacement task, we also screened for visually guided oculomotor behavior in a brief screening task before the start of the experiment. In this task, subjects made saccades in 8 different directions starting in the center of the screen. As can be seen in [Figure S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, there was no systematic difference in any of the eight directions concerning the latencies or amplitudes of the saccades.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

We measured the consequences of a lesion to the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) to the perception of intra-saccadic displacements. Saccades displace the entire visual field on the retina, yet these shifts go largely unnoticed to most humans. The major hypothesis of why the saccade induced shifts go unnoticed, is that the visual system can compensate/account for self-generated retinal shifts by monitoring extra-retinal signals, such as an efference copy from the oculomotor system. We used the intrasaccadic displacement task to measure the availability of such extra-retinal signals for perception in nine patients with lesions to the PPC. We measured reliable psychometric functions in both the STEP and BLANK condition of the intrasaccadic displacement task. We measured these conditions under the premise that a higher displacement sensitivity in the BLANK than in the STEP condition is indicative of monitoring extra-retinal signals ([@bib10]). We observed a small decrease in sensitivity for patients with a PPC lesions for displacements in the BLANK condition relative to control subjects. This indicates that extra-retinal information might not be as readily available as in control subjects. Still, most patients with substantial lesions to the PPC demonstrated the blank effect, i.e., behavior that indicates the influence of extra-retinal signals on their perceptual judgements.

These results lead to two primary conclusions. First, the PPC is indeed involved in monitoring a form of extra-retinal information or is part of one circuit that relays extra-retinal information, in line with previous studies that demonstrated that the PPC is involved in monitoring extra-retinal information for perception across saccades, in both humans ([@bib14], [@bib18], [@bib23], [@bib24]) and monkeys ([@bib12], [@bib25], [@bib42]). Second, after a lesion to the PPC the influence of extra-retinal information is lower, but not absent. Potentially, other sources of extra-retinal information (e.g., efference copy, eye proprioception, visual landmarks) or other circuits (e.g., superior colliculus, thalamus, frontal eye fields) can still provide the visual system with similar extra-retinal information. This alternative comes at a small cost, reflected in the slightly lower blank effect in patients than controls. Hence, the results of the current study do not support the hypothesis that the PPC is indispensable for monitoring extra-retinal information ([@bib20]).

Our main hypothesis for the presence of the blank effect in patients with PPC lesions is the possibility that there are multiple neural circuits that could process extra-retinal information, i.e., degeneracy ([@bib15], [@bib31]). This could mean that extra-retinal signals are processed in neural circuits that do not include the PPC, such as the thalamus and FEF ([@bib38], [@bib51]). For example, it has been proposed that perceptual continuity can be established by using an efference copy of the motor command as extra-retinal signals ([@bib21]), but also by using proprioceptive signals from the eye ([@bib41], [@bib43]). So far, the efference copy has been considered the most likely candidate, because a series of studies identified a network that relays an efference copy of the oculomotor command ([@bib3], [@bib7], [@bib36], [@bib37]). Moreover proprioceptive signals are thought to be slower than the efference copy ([@bib52], but see; [@bib26]) and are believed not to contribute to fast processes such as updating memorized saccade targets ([@bib39], [@bib40]). Still, proprioception guides motor control of eye movements over longer periods than single saccades ([@bib30]). The efference copy is believed to be the strongest extra-retinal signal across a single saccade, and is thus expected to contribute to perceptual continuity across saccades ([@bib3]). However, proprioception of the eye provides an alternative, slower extra-retinal signal. Thus, hypothetically, if the PPC were crucial to integrating the efference copy with retinal information, patients with lesions to the PPC could still experience perceptual continuity when different and undamaged cortical areas integrate eye proprioception with retinal information.

A recent TMS study found evidence for a causal involvement of the PPC in the STEP condition of the intrasaccadic displacement task ([@bib5]). Stimulation of the PPC with 3 pulse, 100 ms TMS resulted a forward shift of the PNL in the STEP condition for saccades contraversive to the TMS location. The BLANK condition was not measured in this study. Here, we use the relationship between the STEP and the BLANK condition to distinguish two scenarios. One in which extra-retinal information is completely abolished after a PPC lesion (i.e., no blank effect in the patients), and another one in which extra-retinal information is weighed differently after a PPC lesion (i.e., the blank effect is present but weaker). The current study adds to the findings of the TMS study, that the latter scenario is more likely than the former.

Together, the results of the current experiments provide a nuanced conclusion with regards to the involvement of the PPC in monitoring extra-retinal signals for perception. The main strength of the current study is the data quality. We were able to collect sufficient data and good fits for the psychometric functions of most subjects, including the patients with substantial PPC lesions. The main limitation of the study is the relatively low number of patients, although it should be noted that nine patients with PPC lesions was not (much) lower than comparable studies on this topic ([@bib20], [@bib32], [@bib34], [@bib48]). With this number, we could not perform lesion symptom mapping, which could be more sensitive to detect subtle lesion-deficit relationships.

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

To conclude, compared to healthy controls, patients with a chronic lesion to the PPC show a smaller blank effect on the intra-saccadic displacement task. This task has been used to study the influence of extra-retinal signals on visual perception across saccades in healthy humans, patients and non-human primates ([@bib3], [@bib9], [@bib28]). Although the blank effect was smaller than in controls, most patients still showed a substantial increase in sensitivity as a result of the blank. If the blank effect is indeed an indication for the availability of extra-retinal signals for visual perception, then the current data suggest that patients with PPC lesions still have access to some form of extra-retinal signals. Therefore, the current results do not provide evidence for a crucial role of the PPC in monitoring extra-retinal signals for perceptual continuity, but, it could be that patients with a lesion to the PPC use a different source of extra-retinal signals than controls (e.g., eye proprioception instead of an efference copy). This difference comes at a small cost, reflected in the slightly lower blank effect in patients than controls. One example cost is the slower speed of proprioceptive signals with respect to the efference copy. This leads to the hypothesis that perceptual continuity might only be disrupted after a PPC lesion when many saccades are in rapid sequence of each other.
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[^1]: For the controls the average is noted, and the min and maximum individual values are noted between brackets.

[^2]: 0 = female, 1 = male.

[^3]: The modified Rankin scale ranges from 0 (no symptoms) to 6 (dead).

[^4]: Lesion volume in ml in the MNI-152 template.

[^5]: PPC = posterior parietal cortex, SPL = superior parietal lobule, IPG = inferior parietal gyrus, SMG = superior marginal gyrus AG = angular gyrus.

[^6]: The average is the average of subjects with lesions to the PPC (i.e., not subject E, B or F).
